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 “Configuration and change 
management of networking 
gear remains primarily a labor 
intensive, manual process... 
These suboptimal network 
practices result in downtime, 
reduced security, degraded 
application performance,  
and wasted human and  
capital resources.”

ANDREW LERNER 
RESEARCH DIRECTOR 
GARTNER INC.

4 KEY REQUIREMENTS TO AUTOMATE 
APPLICATION DELIVERY 
Delivering Secure, Scalable, and High-Performing  
Applications on Demand
While data center virtualization has enabled rapid provisioning  
of compute resources, applications need much more than appropriately sized 
virtual machines. They also need accurately configured network connectivity, 
security, availability, scale, and performance. In order to deliver these  
capabilities to your applications you will need to automate more than just 
assigning IP address, DNS entries, and vLANs to the virtual machines that  
host your applications.

IT organizations continue to struggle with configuration and management of 
networking and security. Reliance on manual operations for this critical task has 
become increasingly disruptive as business models demand ever faster 
development and delivery of applications. 

This emphasizes the case for fully automating the delivery of IT services, including 
network and security. When networking and security services are decoupled from 
the physical infrastructure and abstracted into the data center virtualization layer, 
all of those manual, time-consuming, and error-prone tasks can be automated. 

VMware provides an integrated solution for automation and network virtualization 
with VMware vRealize® Suite and VMware NSX®.

Delivering Application-Centric Network and Security Services
The specific automation capabilities of VMware vRealize Automation™, a 
component of the vRealize Suite, provisions, updates, and decommissions network 
and security services in lockstep with your virtualized applications. Network and 
security services are deployed as part of the automated delivery of the application, 
consistent with its connectivity, security, availability and performance requirements.

Automation creates a standardized repeatable process that helps accelerate 
delivery, reducing the time needed to perform the task. At the same time, 
automation also improves the consistency and reliability of the final configuration 
by elimination of manual errors. Finally, automation reduces operational costs  
by removing many manual tasks, and improves development productivity by 
delivering application environments to engineers faster.
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Figure 1. Configuring Application-Centric NSX Networking and Security

Four Key Configuration Requirements
Connectivity: Proper network connectivity is fundamental to any business service. 
Various groups and different applications can have unique requirements. vRealize 
Automation resource reservations, service blueprints, and network profiles assure 
that each application receives the right level of network connectivity, with the 
appropriate service level. For example, each business group can be provided  
with reserved network connectivity between the virtual and physical world, or 
specific mission-critical VMware NSX and vRealize Automation applications can  
be configured with dedicated virtual switches and routers depending on their 
performance and reliability needs. In addition, virtual machines can be moved with 
a tool like VMware vSphere® vMotion® live migration without changes to the virtual 
machine networking configuration. This allows for the optimal placement of 
workloads on the compute infrastructure, ultimately leading to reduced  
capital expenditure.

Security: Ensuring appropriate security policies are applied is one of the most 
critical steps to delivering and managing your applications and data. With vRealize 
Automation and NSX, applications can be deployed with network security at  
the application level or between application tiers to ensure that firewall rules  
are placed as close to the virtual machine as possible. This leads to a true  
defense-in-depth solution that cannot be achieved by other solutions. The IT 
administrator can define vRealize Automation application blueprints that specify 
NSX security policies, which contain firewall rules, intrusion detection integration,  
and agentless anti-virus scanning at each application tier to allow application  
and per-tier security.
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When the application is provisioned, dynamic security groups are configured  
with the defined policies to safeguard the service from day one. These services 
can also be tagged with a security label, for example DB servers, PCI, or HIPAA, 
that enforces policies dynamically based on the tags (e.g., type of application) 
throughout their lifecycle. Finally, application isolation for these business services 
can also be defined to fence the service from the rest of the network entirely or  
to deny all traffic to the service except for what is defined in the applied security 
policies. This granular level of isolation keeps traffic to specific group 
environments (e.g., development, test, production) or even isolated at the 
individual application or application tier level.

Performance: vRealize Automation governance policies and automated delivery 
can be used to meet the specific network performance needs of each application 
being deployed. vRealize Automation can also configure NSX to minimize traffic 
through the oversubscribed core. Traffic between virtual machines on the same 
host will remain in the host while still getting the distributed routing, switching, 
load-balancing, firewall, and security services that are required by modern 
applications.

Availability: vRealize Automation improves application availability through the 
dynamic configuration of network load balancers in the context of deploying or 
updating application configurations. NSX load balancer can be used in all phases 
of the application lifecycle (development, staging, production) without requiring 
expensive physical hardware or manual configuration of legacy load-balancing 
components. Depending on vRealize Automation application blueprints and 
network profiles, applications can be added to an existing load balancer pool or 
configured with their own dedicated load balancer. This integration provides 
organizations with application-centric availability management.

Accelerating Application Delivery
Working together, vRealize Automation and NSX accelerate the delivery of 
network and security services customized to the specific needs of modern 
applications. vRealize Automation dynamically configures network and  
security services within the context of the infrastructure or applications that  
are being deployed.

Using vRealize Automation, organizations can enable self-service requests for 
application or infrastructure resources. This joint solution reduces provisioning 
processes that used to take days or weeks down to a matter of minutes—with  
the exact same configuration. vRealize Automation network configuration policies 
ensure that resources can only be utilized by the intended tenant or business 
group.

vRealize Automation service blueprint policies specified by administrators control 
how these services are provisioned, so resource consumers don’t have to be 
networking and security experts. Automation and standardization not only 
accelerate IT services delivery, but provide repeatable processes that eliminate 
delays caused by manual errors.
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The combined capabilities of these products empower IT to fully automate the 
delivery of secure, scalable, and high-performing multi-tier applications.

Figure 2. Better Together: vRealize Automation and NSX

Summary
As digitalization drives the need for speed in IT resource delivery, organizations 
that still practice traditional provisioning of network and security services will keep 
falling behind their competitors. By implementing the NSX network virtualization 
platform together with vRealize Automation, you can empower your IT team to 
stay on pace with the expectations of your business. The combined capabilities 
of these products allow IT to fully automate the delivery of secure, scalable, and 
high-performing multi-tier applications.

VMware and Intel enable IT organizations to realize a digital transformation and 
deliver IT infrastructure and application services with the speed and agility to 
support business innovation and growth while optimizing TCO and improving 
resource utilization.
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